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a b s t r a c t
Sentiment Analysis (SA), also called Opinion Mining, is currently one of the most studied
research ﬁelds. It aims to analyze people’s sentiments, opinions, attitudes, emotions, etc.,
towards elements such as topics, products, individuals, organizations, and services.
Different techniques and software tools are being developed to carry out Sentiment
Analysis. The goal of this work is to review and compare some free access web services,
analyzing their capabilities to classify and score different pieces of text with respect to
the sentiments contained therein. For that purpose, three well-known collections have
been used to perform several experiments whose results are shown and commented upon,
leading to some interesting conclusions about the capabilities of each analyzed tool.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Sentiment Analysis, also called Opinion Mining, is one of the most recent research topics within the ﬁeld of Information
Processing. Textual information retrieval techniques are mainly focused on processing, searching or mining factual information. Facts have an objective component; however, there are other textual elements which express subjective characteristics.
These elements are mainly opinions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions, which are the focus of Sentiment
Analysis [44]. All of them are closely related, however, they present slight differences. This fact involves the birth of many
related tasks in this new research ﬁeld, such as opinion mining, subjectivity analysis, emotion detection or opinion spam
detection, among others.
Sentiment Analysis offers many opportunities to develop new applications, especially due to the huge growth of available
information in sources such as blogs and social networks. For example, recommendations of items proposed by any
recommender system can be computed taking into account aspects such as positive or negative opinions about those items.
Review- and opinion-aggregation websites could collect information from different sources in order to summary or compose
an opinion about a candidate, product, etc., thus replacing systems which require explicitly opinions or summaries. Question
answering systems represent another ﬁeld where opinions play an important role. Detection of opinion-oriented questions
and possible answers, and its treatment are essential to compute good answers. Detection of subjective information is really
important in ﬁelds related to argumentation where objective sentences are usually more valuable. But certainly, one of the
most important ﬁelds where Sentiment Analysis has a greater impact is in the industrial ﬁeld. Small and big companies, as
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well as other organizations such as governments, desire to know what people say about their marques, products or members
[51,89,15,54,7,28,14,11,59].
Sentiment Analysis is a concept that encompasses many tasks such as extraction of sentiments, sentiment classiﬁcation,
subjectivity classiﬁcation, opinion summarization or opinion spam detection, among others. To perform any of these activities, Sentiment Analysis has to deal with many challenges. The ﬁrst one is the deﬁnition of the elements involved in this area.
Thus, it is necessary to deﬁne clearly concepts such as opinion, subjectivity or emotion, however, this task is not really easy.
For example, in a simple way a user opinion could be considered as a positive or negative sentiment about an entity or an
aspect of that entity. On the other hand, subjectivity does not imply necessarily a sentiment but it allows expressing feelings
or beliefs, and speciﬁcally, our own feelings or beliefs and our emotions.
These deﬁnitions have to be represented by mathematical expressions that can be computed and used as inputs for the
aforementioned activities. Accordingly, Sentiment Analysis success mainly depends on the ability to extract the necessary
features of those deﬁnitions from texts to perform those tasks. Thus, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are
essential to achieve good results depending on the task that has to be carried out. This is another of the main challenges
of this research ﬁeld, along with all problems related to the adaptation of typical techniques for classifying or summarizing
texts in this ﬁeld, as well as the creation of new techniques and algorithms specialized on opinions.
Despite the complexity and difﬁculty of this problem, many companies and universities are developing new tools and
web services which deal with several of the issues aforementioned. These services could be included, especially for research
purposes, into other applications without the need of being expert in Sentiment Analysis, such as other platforms do.
Following this idea and due to the growing number of new services related to Sentiment Analysis, the aim of this work is
twofold. On the one hand, to present a detailed description of a set of 15 well-known free access services focused on
Sentiment Analysis. These tools might have been developed by private companies or universities, but all of them allow free
access to the functionalities that will be analyzed in this work. For that reason, all of them may be especially interesting for
research purposes, as it is not necessary to implement services which are already working and are free.
And on the other hand, this work will assess the main functionalities from these 15 services related to Sentiment Analysis
and analyze the results obtained. For that purpose, three well-known data collections in the ﬁeld of Sentiment Analysis will
be used. This way, this work will allow the user/researcher to have enough information about the different capabilities provided by each tool, and consequently, the user/researcher can choose the most appropriate one to be included into his own
platform.
In summary, this paper presents a comprehensive and in-depth critical assessment of 15 Sentiment Analysis web tools
that has never been done before. To properly perform this assessment, a suite of evaluation criteria and well-known data
collections from the ﬁeld of Sentiment Analysis has been selected to allow the reader to look into the pros and cons of
the use of theses tools regarding aspects such as discovery of sentiments within short and long texts, detection of irony
or computation of polarity ratings, among others. Apart from these standard data collections, these tools have also been
assessed by emulating a more real scenario, in which the effectiveness for recommending movies from real users’ comments
has been tested using information collected from the well-known website IMDb.1
The remainder of the work is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the main concepts related to Sentiment Analysis
discussed in several recent works. Section 3 shows the main characteristics of many Web services which allow computing
sentiments. Section 4 presents several experiments that have been performed in order to compare the Web services
commented on the previous section, as well as the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 points out several conclusions.
2. Background
The concepts Opinion Mining, Sentiment Analysis and Subjectivity Analysis are broadly used as synonyms; however, their
origins are not exactly the same and some authors consider that each concept presents different connotations. Pang and Lee
[68] present a more detailed review on the origins of these concepts and others closely related, e.g., Affective Analysis,
Review Mining or Appraisal Extraction. Therefore, it is necessary to deﬁne some concepts to understand the issue dealt with
in this work.
2.1. Deﬁnition of main concepts
An opinion could be simply deﬁned as a positive or negative sentiment, view, attitude, emotion, or appraisal about an
entity (product, person, event, organization or topic) or an aspect of that entity from a user or group of users.
Following that deﬁnition, an opinion can be mathematically deﬁned as a 5-tuple (ej ; ajk ; soijkl ; hi ; tl ) where ej represents a
target entity and ajk is the k-th aspect/feature of the entity ej . soijkl is the sentiment value of the opinion from the opinion
holder hi on aspect ajk of entity ej at time tl . That value can be positive, negative, or neutral, or even a more granular rating
can be used. hi is the opinion holder and tl is the time when the opinion was expressed [44].
Opinions can be classiﬁed into different groups, for instance, they could be regular and comparative opinions. Most of
opinions are regular, and they can be subdivided into direct or indirect opinions. Direct opinions express an idea on an entity
1
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or an aspect of an entity, whereas indirect opinions express an opinion on an entity or an aspect of an entity based on the
effects on other entities. On the other hand, comparative sentences express the resemblance between entities considering
common aspects or features [32,33,100]. Furthermore, opinions can be classiﬁed into explicit or implicit, depending on
whether they express subjective or objective ideas [45].
Apart from sentiment and opinion, there are two important concepts close to them, subjectivity and emotion. According to
Liu [44], a subjective sentence can express some personal feelings, views, or beliefs; however, it does not imply necessarily
any sentiment. Thus, the difference between objective and subjective sentences is ‘‘an objective sentence expresses some factual information about the world, while a subjective sentence expresses some personal feelings, views, or beliefs’’. An example
might be the sentence: ‘‘I think they are gone’’. Nevertheless subjectivity sometimes involves sentiments to some extent when
is dealing with affect, judgment, appreciation, speculation, agreement, etc. On the other hand, an emotion can be seen as an
expression of our own subjective feelings and thoughts. Emotions are really close to sentiments, indeed, the way of measuring
the strength of an opinion is linked to the intensity of certain emotions, such as love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, or fear. An
example might be the sentence: ‘‘I love this car’’, in which the speaker expresses his objective love for his car.
It is also necessary to comment the concept of mood, which could be considered as ‘‘a mix of sentiments, emotions, feelings that move the author of a certain text to write that comment, observation, criticism, etc.’’ [47].
2.2. Tasks
Many tasks arise linked to Sentiment Analysis. Some of them are closely related and it is difﬁcult to separate them clearly
because they share many aspects. The most important are:
1. Sentiment classiﬁcation. Also called sentiment orientation, opinion orientation, semantic orientation or sentiment polarity [103]. It is based on the idea that a document/text expresses an opinion on entity from a holder and tries to measure
the sentiment of that holder towards the entity. Therefore, it mainly consists in classifying opinions into three main categories: positive, negative or neutral. It seems a simple task; however, it is a really complex task, especially when opinions
come from multiple domains or languages [76,30,10]. This task is closely related to sentiment rating prediction, which
consists in measuring the intensity of each sentiment. Different scales can be used to measure an opinion, for example,
the range ½1; 1 where 1 indicates the maximum negative degree and 1 the maximum positive degree, or a scale of ﬁve
stars where an opinion holder can select zero stars to express maximum negativity or ﬁve stars otherwise [61,43,50,107].
2. Subjectivity classiﬁcation. It mainly consists in detecting whether a given sentence is subjective or not. An objective sentence expresses factual information while a subjective sentence can express other types of personal information such as
opinions, evaluations, emotions, and beliefs. Furthermore, subjective sentences can express positive or negative
sentiment, but not all of them do. This task can be seen as a step preceding classifying sentiments. A good subjectivity
classiﬁcation can ensure a better sentiment classiﬁcation. It is even considered as a process more difﬁcult than
distinguishing between positive, neutral or negative sentiments. [8,71,77,84,19,57,49].
3. Opinion summarization. It is especially focused on extracting the main features of an entity shared within one or several
documents and the sentiments regarding them [93]. Thus, two perspectives can be distinguished in this task:
single-document and multi-document summarization. Single-document summarization consists in analyzing internal
facts present within the analyzed document, for example, changes in the sentiment orientation throughout the document
or links between the different entities/features found, and mainly showing those pieces of texts which better describe
them. On the other hand, in multi-document summarization once features and entities have been detected, the system
has to group and/or order the different sentences which express sentiments related to those entities or features. The ﬁnal
summary can be presented as a graphic or a text showing the main features/entities and quantifying the sentiment with
regard to each one in some way, for example, aggregating intensities of sentiments or counting the number of positive or
negative sentences [9,67,69,63,62,23,24,85].
4. Opinion retrieval. It tries to retrieve documents which express an opinion about a given query. In this kind of systems,
two scores are required to be computed for each document, the relevance score against the query and the opinion score
about the query, and both are usually used to rank the documents [40,29].
5. Sarcasm and irony. It is focused on detecting statements which contain ironic and sarcastic content. This is one of the
most complicated tasks in this ﬁeld, especially, because of the absence of agreement among researchers on how irony
or sarcasm can be formally deﬁned [21,74,75].
6. Others. Apart from the previously mentioned activities, other tasks related to Sentiment Analysis can be highlighted, e.g.,
genre or authorship detection tries to determine the genre or the person who has written a text/opinion [22,78,56,79] or
opinion spam detection tries to detect opinions or reviews which contain untrusted contents published to distort public
opinion towards people, companies or products [34,65,60,99,94].
2.3. Techniques
Several works try to show the different techniques applied to Sentiment Analysis. Most of them group the works from the
point of view of the different applications/challenges that can be found in SA as in [68,46]. Other works like [88] or [20] are
focused on the main topics of SA.
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Thus, Feldman groups all works under ﬁve main groups: document-level sentiment analysis, sentence-level sentiment
analysis, aspect-based sentiment analysis, comparative sentiment analysis and, sentiment lexicon acquisition [20]. And on
the other hand, Tsytsarau and Palpanas mainly focus on opinion aggregation, opinion spam and contradictions analysis,
especially applied to Web services, for example, microblogs or streaming data, among others [88]. They present four different
points with respect to previous works to classify Sentiment Analysis techniques: machine learning, dictionary-based,
statistical and semantic.
Possibly, the most interesting work from the point of view of the SA techniques is [52], which presents a reﬁned
categorization of well-known SA techniques (see Fig. 1) including new trends such as Emotion Detection [72], Building
Resources and Transfer Learning.
2.3.1. Machine learning approaches
They can be grouped in two main categories: supervised and unsupervised techniques. The success of both is mainly
based on the selection and extraction of the appropriate set of features used to detect sentiments. In this task Natural
Language Processing techniques play a very important role because some of the most important features used are for example: (1) terms (words or n-grams) and their frequency; (2) part of speech information, adjectives play an important role but
nouns can be signiﬁcant; (3) negations can change the meaning of any sentence; and (4) syntactic dependencies (tree parsing) can determine the meaning of sentence; among others [46,16].
With respect to supervised techniques, support vector machines (SVM), Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy are some of the
most common techniques used [101,76,55]. Whereas semi-supervised and unsupervised techniques are proposed when it is
not possible to have an initial set of labeled documents/opinions to classify the rest of items [31,98].
Besides, hybrid approaches, combining supervised and unsupervised techniques, or even semi-supervised techniques, can
be used to classify sentiments [37,38].
2.3.2. Lexicon-based approaches
Lexicon-based approaches mainly rely on a sentiment lexicon, i.e., a collection of known and precompiled sentiment
terms, phrases and even idioms, developed for traditional genres of communication, such as the Opinion Finder lexicon
[95]; but, even more complex structures like ontologies [39], or dictionaries measuring the semantic orientation of words
or phrases [90,83] can be used for this purpose.
Two subclassiﬁcations can be found here: Dictionary-based and Corpus-based approaches. The former is usually based on
the use of an initial set of terms (seeds) that are usually collected and annotated in a manual way. This set grows by searching the synonyms and antonyms of a dictionary. An example of that dictionary might be WordNet [53], which was used to
develop a thesaurus called SentiWordNet [5]. The main drawback of this kind of approaches is the incapability to deal with
domain and context speciﬁc orientations; even so, it might be an interesting solution depending on the problem [50,55].
The corpus-based techniques arise with the objective of providing dictionaries related to a speciﬁc domain. These dictionaries are generated from a set of seed opinion terms that grows through the search of related words by means of the
use of either statistical or semantic techniques. Methods based on statistics such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [17],

Fig. 1. Sentiment classiﬁcation techniques [52].
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or simply the frequency of occurrence of the words within a collection of documents can be used [13]. And on other hand,
semantic methods such as the use of synonyms and antonyms or relationships from thesaurus like WordNet may also represent an interesting solution [105].
2.4. Natural language processing and Information Retrieval in Sentiment Analysis
According to Cambria, Sentiment Analysis can be considered as a very restricted NLP problem, where it is only necessary
to understand the positive or negative sentiments concerning each sentence and/or the target entities or topics [12].
However, in spite of being a restricted problem, all works in this ﬁeld, as well as all works in Information Retrieval, always
struggle with NLPs unresolved problems (negation handling, named-entity recognition, word-sense disambiguation, etc.)
which are essential to detect literary devices such as irony or sarcasm [74,75], and consequently, to ﬁnd and rate sentiments.
One of the main aspects that NLP has to deal with is the different levels of analysis. Depending on whether the target of
study is a whole text or document, one or several linked sentences, or one or several entities or aspects of those entities,
different NLP and Sentiment Analysis tasks can be performed. Hence, it is necessary to distinguish three levels of analysis
that will clearly determine the different tasks of Sentiment Analysis: (i) document level, (ii) sentence level and (iii)
entity/aspect level.
Document level considers that a document is an opinion on an entity or aspect of it. This level is associated with the task
called document-level sentiment classiﬁcation [104,58,18,31,108,102,66,41]. However, if a document presents several sentences dealing with different aspects or entities, then the sentence level is more suitable. Sentence level is closely related
to the task called subjectivity classiﬁcation, which distinguishes sentences that express factual information from sentences
that express subjective views and opinions [96,97,4,73]. And ﬁnally, when more precise information is necessary, then
the entity/aspect level arises. It is the ﬁnest-grained level, it considers a target on which the opinion holder expresses a positive or negative opinion. This last level is possibly the most complex because it is necessary to extract with high precision
many features such as dates or time spans, the different features/aspects and entities to be opinionated, along with the relations between them, and the opinion holders and their characteristics. It is closely related to tasks like Feature-based Opinion
Mining and Opinion Summarization [87,64,91].
Many of these papers follow the same general strategies as other Information Retrieval works did before, but replacing
several statistical or semantic variables for aspects related to sentiments. For example, Vechtomova and Karamuftuoglu
[92] propose the use of lexical cohesion, i.e., the ‘‘physical’’ distance between collocations to rank documents whereas in sentiment ranking Vechtomova proposes a similar method, but measuring the distance between subjective words [91]. Thus,
the main difference between these works is the feature selection process.
Another example might be the work presented in [58], that applies well-known supervised methods of the Artiﬁcial
Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines to Sentiment Classiﬁcation, which have been used thousands of times in
Information Retrieval. In this case again, the difference with other works on Information Retrieval [106] is the feature selection. The experiments were carried out following the Abassi’s ideas, who proposes that feature selection methods should be
tailored to sentiment analysis by combining syntactic properties of text features with sentiment-related semantic information extracted, for example, from sources like SentiWordNet [3,1].
As can be seen, the use of lexicons is many times necessary to support several of these NLP activities [26,87,47]. And furthermore, the problem of analyzing the different syntactic levels can be even more complex working with texts written in
different languages [2,36,6].
3. Web services
This section summarizes the main features of several Web services which incorporate functionalities related to Sentiment
Analysis. Apart from these tools, many others could be found or are arising just now, for instance, SocialMention,2
TweetFeel,3 SenticNet4 or Luminoso.5 However, we had free access only to these tools. In addition, they offer simple web access
points to program the experiments shown in the following section in order to compare their capabilities regarding Sentiment
Analysis.
3.1. AlchemyAPI
AlchmeyAPI6 is a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform which enriches textual content through automated tagging, linguistic
analysis, categorization, and semantic mining. It is a tool based on natural language processing and machine learning which
offers functionalities such as Named Entity Extraction, Concept Tagging, Keyword/Term Extraction, Sentiment Analysis,
Relation Extraction, Author Extraction, Automatic Language Identiﬁcation, Text Extraction/Web Page Cleaning, Structured
2
3
4
5
6
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Data Extraction/Content Scraping, Microformats Parsing/Extraction, and RSS/ATOM Feed Detection. These functionalities are
accessible via a HTTP REST interface and different Software Development Kits developed in languages like Java, C# or Perl.
Regarding Sentiment Analysis, it classiﬁes sentiments within the analyzed text into three categories: positive, negative
and neutral, and measures the sentiment degree in range ½1; 1. Text should be written in English or German. It is able
to detect directional sentiment (positive/negative statements) for Subject–Action–Object relations, user-targeted sentiments
and also performs Sentiment Analysis at different levels: document, entity or keyword level.
The user can provide a main phrase regarding the analyzed text and the system is able to extract sentiment targeted
toward that phrase.
Directional sentiment consists in detecting relations subject and object and computing the sentiment ‘‘directed at’’ the
relation Object via the Subject–Action. For instance, the sentence ‘‘Ugly Bob attacked beautiful Susan’’, the subject ‘‘Ugly
Bob’’ has a negative sense, the object ‘‘beautiful Susan’’, a positive sense, however, Susan has a negative directional sentiment
from the relation Subject–Object (Bob ? attacked ? Susan).
3.2. Lymbix
Lymbix7 is a company focused on social media analysis through NLP and adaptive learning. It offers several services able to
compute Sentiment Analysis, tone analysis, entity extraction or topic discovery through several interfaces developed in PHP,
Java, .NET, Ruby or Python.
Lymbix goes further than a simple sentiment classiﬁcation (positive, negative or neutral categories), it measures the emotive context in social conversations through different concepts grouped into different positive or negative categories. The
positive categories are affection/friendliness, enjoyment/elation, amusement/excitement, contentment/gratitude, and on
the other hand, sadness/grief, anger/loathing, fear/uneasiness, humiliation/shame are the negative categories (see Fig. 2).
Both concepts, sentiments and emotions, are not only classiﬁed but are also measured in the range ½10; 10.
3.3. Musicmetric
Musicmetric8 is a software company specialized in tracking the real-time activity of users of social networks and blogs mentioning over 600,000 artists and 10 million individual releases. It performs several statistical tasks such as counting the number
of mentions, fans or performances of a speciﬁc artist from several well-known sites: Youtube, MySpace, LastFM, etc. This
platform also computes sentiments with respect to a concrete artist as can be seen in Fig. 3, however, currently the API only
classiﬁes sentiments into ﬁve categories (1 – very negative, 2 – negative, 3 – neutral, 4 – positive, 5 – very positive) without
weighting them. For that purpose, the system includes matching learning models that can be trained with different corpora
(tweets, blogs comments, etc.) in order to deal with different contexts.
3.4. Openamplify
Openamplify9 (see Fig. 4) is a company specialized in Social Media Marketing which provides a text analytics platform able
to process thousands of texts extracting features related to semantic aspects or sentiments, among others.
Texts, structured or unstructured, without the need for training or special vocabularies are analyzed using natural
language processing techniques which are able to detect many features such as topics and entities, domains, categories
and classiﬁcations, actions, intentions, decisiveness, emotions10 and sentiments at both the topic and whole text level.
Polarity is considered as the attitude expressed towards a topic found in the text. It is computed from a combination of
linguistic features and takes account of negations and even multiple negations, on a scale of 1:0, very negative, to very positive, þ1:0. The mean polarity is computed as the mean value of the single polarity degrees for each instance of a given topic.
3.5. Opinion Crawl
Semantic Engines LLC is a private company that develops products in the ﬁelds of Information Search and Retrieval, Text
Mining, Semantic Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, and Contextual Advertising. An example is SenseBot,11 a semantic search
engine which allows searching in several languages (English, French, German and Spanish), generating a text summary of
the retrieved results on the topic of the user query. For that purpose, Text Mining and Multidocument Summarization techniques are used to extract senses from retrieved results and present them to the user (see Fig. 5).
This company developed another platform, Opinion Crawl,12 which is a search engine able to assess sentiments on a subject
in Internet platforms such as Twitter or news services. This search engine shows charts expressing real-time sentiments, the
7
8
9
10
11
12

http://www.lymbix.com/.
http://www.musicmetric.com/.
http://www.openamplify.com/.
In the provided documentation this concept is not clearly related to emotions such as anger and fear.
http://www.sensebot.net/.
http://www.opinioncrawl.com/.
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Fig. 2. Summary of categories detected by Lymbix from a document.

Fig. 3. Sentiment for the query: Rihanna.

latest news headlines, and a few recent images along with a tag cloud of key semantic concepts related to the searched topic.
Apart from the web page, there exists a Sentiment Analysis API which supports SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and REST
(Representational State Transfer) protocols and allows assessing sentiments within pieces of text or web pages as a whole, or
the user can provide a key subject and the sentiment-targeted toward that subject is computed. The main parameters retrieved
by this service are the polarity sense (positive, negative or neutral) of the text, the number of positive, negative and neutral
expressions found as well as the ratio of positive to negative expressions.
3.6. Opendover
Opendover13 is a Java-based web service whose objective is the extraction of semantic features within texts from different
sources like blogs, content management systems or web sites. It is an ontology-based service specialized in different domains
such as education, law, politics, health, economy, and ecology. It consists of a knowledge base containing thousands of opinion
words, domain-related words and relations. This structure allows offering several functionalities like automatic disambiguation
of opinion and domain-related words, recognition of context dependent or independent opinion words, recognition and categorization of texts, among others.
Regarding sentiments, it classiﬁes sentiments into three categories: judgment, appreciation and emotional state.
Sentiments are labeled as positive, neutral or negative, along with a value scoring the sentiment strength in the range [9, 9].
SentimentSearch14 is an example of web site that uses this service to explore sentiments from different domains in Twitter
or blogs.
3.7. Repustate
Repustate15 is a multilingual sentiment engine which deals with several languages such as English, French, German, Spanish,
or Arabic. It allows processing texts from many sources such as Facebook pages, Twitter or simply pieces of texts. Texts can be
processed as a whole document or can be chunked through Natural Language Processing techniques in order to ﬁnd those elements on which sentiments are addressed. In addition, all sentiments are scored in the range ½1; 1.
13
14
15

http://opendover.nl/.
http://sentimentsearch.nl/.
https://www.repustate.com/.
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Fig. 4. Openamplify scheme.

Fig. 5. Opinion Crawl diagram.

3.8. Semantria
Semantria16 is a multilingual sentiment engine which deals with several languages such as English, French, German,
Spanish, or Portuguese. Like Repustate, it allows the processing of information from many sources such as Facebook,
Wordpress, Twitter, as well as simple pieces of texts.
Sentiments detection can be carried out at paragraph, sentence or entity level. For that purpose it is necessary to identify,
through POS tagging, structural portions of a document, paragraph or sentence including nouns, adjectives, verbs and
adverbs. It also allows the processing of whole collections up to 100 documents at the same time.
From those portions, sentiment-bearing phrases are identiﬁed and scored considering the rate of appearance of the
phrase near a set of known good or bad words, because the system consists of a dictionary of phrases and their comparative
scores. For example, given a phrase X, the system submits the queries ‘‘X near (good wonderful, spectacular)’’ and ‘‘X near
(bad, horrible, awful)’’, and depending on the retrieved results, the sentiment score of that phrase is calculated in the range
½1; 1. This score is computed for a concrete document, but not for a concrete sentence. Sentences are divided into chunks
referred to an entity or facet which has an associated sentiment, and then this sentiment is scored as well. Therefore sentiments are computed at entity level rather than sentence level. Besides, the system is ﬂexible and allows the user to insert his
own dictionary with the associated weights for each word included.
3.9. Sentiment140
Sentiment14017 is a project at Standford University [27]. The objective of the project is to classify sentiments in Tweets into
three categories (negative, neutral, positive), however, it does not assign a score to each sentiment. Tweets are short texts with
special characteristics such as emoticons, links or usernames, which have to be detected before classifying them. After detecting
and normalizing the main features of each Tweet, the classiﬁcation process can execute several machine learning algorithms
16
17

http://semantria.com/.
http://www.sentiment140.com/.
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such as Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, or Support Vector Machines (SVM), which use unigrams, bigrams, unigrams and
bigrams, and unigrams with part of speech tags as feature extractors.
Web pages like Twitty City18 use this technology to measure sentiments; in this particular case, the general sentiment of
different English cities is computed through the Tweets written.
3.10. SentimentAnalyzer
SentimentAnalyzer19 is a simple web service which computes sentiment for English, German or French texts. It is able to
classify the polarity (positive, negative or neutral) of a whole text and score it in the range ½1; 1. Unfortunately, there is
not much information available about this site (see Fig. 6).
3.11. SentiRate
SentiRate20 is a sentiment processing engine that analyzes pieces of text in order to detect emotions or attitudes. It is able to
analyze text at two levels, whole text and sentence by sentence. Polarity is grouped into 11 categories: very_positive,
quite_positive, positive, fairly_positive, a_little_positive, neutral, a_little_negative, fairly_negative, negative, quite_negative,
very_negative. It also scores each sentence or the whole text by number with two decimals.
3.12. Sentimetrix
Sentimetrix21 is a commercial tool whose objective is to analyze what consumers are expressing and share opinions about
brands, products or services of a company. It performs real time analysis of the blogosphere in order to provide precise sentiment scoring, and attributes level opinion analysis. All results are rated on a continuous scale in the range ½1; 1.
API developers criticize the use of lists of words to detect and weight sentiments, and propose the use of statistical learning as the best solution. It allows learning types of words people use to express emotions, for example, emoticons, slang,
hashtags, etc. However, it also needs a huge database to train sentiments detection models. For that reason, over 110 million
tweets have been used to train the Sentimetrix models. It supports nine languages, especially, the most spoken (English,
Chinese, Italian, Spanish, French or Russian). Gate,22 the well-known Java-based library, has been used to perform many of
the most important NLP tasks of this tool.
Thanks to the API of this tool, applications like Sentimental23 have been developed. It collects tweets from two miles
around your iPhone’s current location and analyzes sentiments within them. In Fig. 7 an example of the graphic interface
can be seen.
3.13. Uclassify
Uclassify24 is a free web service which performs many functionalities such as language detection, text gender and age recognition (if a text is written by a male or female and his/her age), spam ﬁlter, Sentiment Analysis, document tagging, emotion
detection, among others. These services are carried out thanks to classiﬁers that can be created, used and shared freely. As
example, the web site Genderanalyzer25 uses the Uclassify service to detect whether a web page has been written by a man
or a woman, or the Wordpress plugin called Trollguard26 detects spam comments from blogs.
Regarding Sentiment Analysis, a sentiment classiﬁer, which uses 40,000 Amazon reviews27 from 25 different product genres, has been used. It reveals if a document is positive or negative, and how positive or negative is a web page or a piece of text
by means of the probability of being classiﬁed as positive or negative.
3.14. ViralHeat
ViralHeat28 is a web service based on a supervised classiﬁer able to analyze and capitalize on the explosion of individual
opinions expressed on online services such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, or Google+. This tool allows monitoring real-time
stream of mentions for brands, products or topics of interest to each customer.
Apart from that web interface which allows inserting several social network accounts and monitoring data contained in
those accounts, it provides an API which allows collecting statistical details such as the number of Facebook likes, tweets, and
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

http://www.twittycity.co.uk/.
http://sentimentanalyzer.appspot.com/.
http://sentirate.com.
http://www.sentimetrix.com.
http://gate.ac.uk/.
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sentimental/id452701697?ls=1&mt=8.
http://uclassify.com/.
http://www.genderanalyzer.com/.
http://www.trollguard.com/.
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/mdredze/datasets/sentiment/.
https://www.viralheat.com/.
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27

Fig. 6. Example of SentimentAnalyzer interface.

Fig. 7. Sentimental interface.

retweets. And, in addition to the functionalities focused on social network accounts, it offers a service which processes texts
classifying them into two categories, positive or negative, and computing the probability with which the system thinks that
the proposed text has the output sentiment.
3.15. Wingify
Wingify29 is a company specialized in optimizing web sites in order to increase sales and decrease costs. It offers a product
called Visual Website Optimizer which permits creating different versions of a web site and optimizing all of them looking for
different goals. This tool measures these optimizations by different multivariable tests and issues reports about the performance
of them.
Winﬁgy also offers a Restful API which provides functionalities such as tracking visitors or real-time information on
Visitors, and in addition to these functions, this tool is able to extract tags, concepts, categories, sentiments and related links
for a piece of text or a given URL. It does not classify speciﬁcally, only presents a value in the range ½0; 1 (negativeness to
positiveness), and even, if it is not able to analyze a text then the value 1 is returned.
3.16. Comparative analysis
Next, a summary of the main features of each tool can be seen in Table 1. This table presents those characteristics that can
be explicitly read from the provided documentations or through the use of these web services, e.g., those features related to
Sentiment Analysis that these tools provide, the syntactic level at which sentiments can be detected, or whether they are
able to rate the intensity of each sentiment.
4. Experiments
4.1. Data collections
As aforementioned, Sentiment Analysis tools can perform several tasks. Two of the most important are sentiment
classiﬁcation and sentiment rating prediction. We are trying to analyze the capabilities of these tools with respect to these
29

http://wingify.com/.
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Table 1
Summary of features for each Web service.
Docum.
level

Senten.
level

Entity
level

Polarity
level

Emotions

Length
constraints

Others

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAnalyzer
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify

X
X
X
–
–
–
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
–
–
X
–
–
–
–
–
X
–
–

X
–
–
X
–
X
X
X
–
X
–
–
–

X
X
–
X
–
X
X
X
–
–
X
X
X

–
–
–
X
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
X
X

ViralHeat
Wingify

X
X

–
–

–
–

X
X

X
–

X
–

Author extraction
–
–
Gender, age of author, and disagreement
–
Subjective
–
–
–
–
–
–
Gender recognition, age recognition spam
ﬁlter, mood
–
–

two tasks; the ability to classify text as positive, negative or neutral, and the capability for measuring the intensity of each
sentiment detected.
In order to evaluate these characteristics, three well-known collections have been chosen. Each one provides different features that make them interesting for these experiments:
 Large movie review dataset30 is a collection of movie reviews for binary sentiment classiﬁcation collected by Andrew Maas
from Stanford University [48]. It contains 25,000 highly polar movie reviews for training and 25,000 for testing, along with
additional unlabeled data. Each review has a value using a star rating on a ½1; 10 scale and a category, positive or negative;
neutral reviews are not available.
 Twitter dataset31 is a collection of tweets collected from the time period between April 6, 2009 to June 25, 2009. It is used for
sentiment classiﬁcation as well and the sentiment polarity of each tweet is not scored. It contains 800,000 positive tweets
and 800,000 negative tweets. A more detailed explanation about this dataset can be found in [27].
 Amazon product review dataset32 was designed to identify sarcasm on two levels: a review or a text utterance (where a text
utterance can be as short as a sentence and as long as a whole review). It contains 437 product reviews collected from
Amazon33 and scored using stars in the range [1,5]. Each review has been manually selected and classiﬁed as ironic or
sarcastic by means of the Mechanical Turk service.34 But apart from detecting the ironic or sarcastic reviews, the concrete
sentences, which express sarcasm or irony within each review, were extracted. A more detailed explanation on how all
reviews and text utterances were manually collected and classiﬁed is available in [21].
These datasets are really large because they are designed to train learning algorithms; however, to assess the performance
of the provided APIs it is not necessary to use so many documents. In addition, most of the tested APIs have constraints
regarding the time between two consecutive calls or the number of calls per day, i.e., the free service only allows submitting
a speciﬁc number of calls each day, if the user wants to submit an undetermined number of calls, he/she has to pay for a
subscription service. For these reasons, to test the ﬁrst collection (Large movie review dataset) 1000 documents have been
selected from the testing set, the ﬁrst 500 positive reviews and the ﬁrst 500 negative reviews.
With respect to the second collection (Twitter dataset), 498 manually analyzed data are provided by the Standford
University as is explained in [27], which have been used to assess these APIs. In this case, unlike the Large movie review
dataset, this dataset contains neutral opinions in addition to positive and negative opinions. The distribution of the tweets
by sentiment is: 177 negative, 182 positives and 139 neutrals.
And ﬁnally, from the Amazon collection, all reviews (437) which present ironic or sarcastic content were used [21]. In this
case the distribution of the tweets by sentiment is: 289 positives, 20 neutrals and 128 negatives.
Regarding the textual characteristics of the different collections, Table 2 shows a summary of the different characteristics:
characters, words, sentences, words per opinion and sentences per opinion.

30
31
32
33
34

http://ai.stanford.edu/simamaas/data/sentiment/.
http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students.
http://storm.cis.fordham.edu/ﬁlatova/SarcasmCorpus.html.
www.amazon.com.
https://www.mturk.com.
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Table 2
Summary of characteristics of the data collections.

Twitter dataset
Movie dataset
Amazon whole reviews
Amazon utterances

Characters

Words

Sentences

Words/op.

Senten./op.

28,323
1,094,159
23,498,116
139,510

5683
234,791
444,844
30,716

902
12,389
5710
1845

11.4
234.8
224.5
70.2

1.8
12.4
13
4.2

4.2. Evaluation measures
Regarding the way of assessing this work, and following recent works [101,58], the accuracy, recall, precision and the
mean square error have been selected as measures to assess the different capabilities of each tool.
The accuracy has been deﬁned as follows:

accuracy ¼

#hits
#total rev iews

ð1Þ

where #total rev iews is the total number of reviews used for this experiment and #hits represents the number of reviews
(positive, negative or neutral) that have been correctly classiﬁed by each tool.
The precision can be computed taking into account only one kind (positive, negative or neutral) of review that has been
correctly classiﬁed. Thus, for example, the positive precision could be deﬁned as:

positiv e precision ¼

#positiv e well classified
#positiv e well classified þ #positiv e bad classified

ð2Þ

where #positiv e bad classified represents the number of negative or neutral reviews that were incorrectly classiﬁed as positive, and #positiv e well classified is the number of original positive reviews that were submitted to a speciﬁc tool and labeled
as positive. The negative and neutral precisions are computed in the same manner.
The recall can be computed taking into account only one kind (positive, negative or neutral) of review that has been correctly classiﬁed. Thus, for example, the positive recall could be deﬁned as:

positiv e recall ¼

#positiv e well classified
#total positiv e rev iews

ð3Þ

where #total positiv e rev iews represents the number of reviews originally considered as positive within the data collection,
and #positiv e well classified is the number of original positive reviews that were submitted to a speciﬁc tool and labeled as
positive. The negative and neutral recall are computed in the same manner.
Besides, in order to compare the capability of these tools to weight the intensity of each sentiment, the mean square error
(mse) has been chosen as comparison measure:

mse ¼ n1

n
X
ðxi  yi Þ2

ð4Þ

i¼1

where the vectors x; y represent the polarity ratings for all reviews, the original ones and the computed by each tool respectively, and n is the length of both vectors.
4.3. Experimental setup
Before commenting the results, it is necessary to say that all texts/documents from each collection have been submitted
to each tool using the default conﬁguration because these tools barely allow conﬁguring one parameter or none, most of
them none. Besides, for several reasons some of the submitted reviews could not be analyzed. Some of these reasons are,
for example, the length of each text, some services are not able to process texts larger than a certain amount of bytes or characters, or they are not able to process sentences containing special characters such as ‘#’ or ‘@’. These aspects are especially
present in the ﬁrst data collection (column #1), whose texts are larger than the texts of the rest of collections used and specially contain this kind of particular characters (‘#’, ‘@’). Table 3 shows the number of movie reviews, tweets, whole ironic
reviews or only ironic sentences that each tool was not able to process correctly.
For example, Wingify was not able to classify 269 texts from the Twitter dataset, and its API returned a value ‘‘Can’t say’’,
possibly because it needs context to classify each tweet and they are too short. In the other dataset, where texts are larger,
this problem does not occur. These data have not been considered for statistics.
It is difﬁcult to compare all tools because each one presents different characteristics, for that reason, several decisions
have been made in order to be able to compare them.
Most of them process at document level, for that reason, the level used to compare them has been this one. Despite this, a
few tools only process at sentence level. For these tools, all sentences of each document/text have been processed and the
whole document has been labeled as positive or negative, depending on whether the number of positive sentences is greater
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Table 3
Number of reviews that could not be analyzed.
MoviesReviews
AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAnalyzer
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify
# Total

Tweets

WholeReviews

OnlySentences

1
0
51
68
6
1
44
1
0
23
58
0
0
61
12

0
0
0
17
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
269

1
0
6
0
0
0
6
1
0
6
9
0
0
0
8

4
0
10
8
0
0
7
3
4
6
5
4
0
0
46

326

291

37

94

than the negatives or not. Furthermore, in order to compute the ﬁnal polarity rating of a whole document/text, all sentences
from each text have been extracted and submitted to each tool, and the scores obtained for each sentence have been aggregated by using an arithmetic mean, obtaining a ﬁnal single score.
The outputs of each tool are really simple, the classiﬁcation results are returned as textual strings (positive, negative or
neutral) and the polarity ratings as real numbers. However, the polarity ratings may be in the range ½0; 1 or in the range
½0; 10, thus, all polarity ratings have been normalized into the range ½1; 1.
Besides, some tools do not classify texts as positive or negative in an explicit way but they compute polarity degrees. In
these cases, the range of polarity previously normalized is divided into two, and those texts whose polarity is in the bottom
half, ½1; 0Þ, are considered as negative, and positive whether they are in the top half, ð0; 1; if the polarity degree of a text is 0
then it is classiﬁed as a neutral text.
4.4. Results
Using these datasets, all tools have been tested obtaining the results shown in this subsection. Next, the results obtained,
from the point of view of classiﬁcation and polarity rating, are commented collection by collection:
4.4.1. Large movie review dataset
(a) Classiﬁcation
Starting with the Large movie review dataset, Table 4 shows the percentage of correctly classiﬁed reviews according to
the measures mentioned in Section 4.2.
Observing the results of Table 4, SentimentaAnalyzer is shown as the best tool to classify movies reviews (accuracy
80.4%). Considering only positive opinions, Opendover might seem the best one classifying positive texts (recall
90.5%); however, this data is due to the fact that most of results have been labeled as positive (precision 63.3%),
and for that reason, the percentage of negative documents well-classiﬁed is low (recall 41.8%). On the contrary,
SentimentAnalyzer presents a more stable behavior, for both, positive and negative texts (positive recall 80.3%, negative recall 80.5%, positive precision 80.5%, negative precision 80.3% and accuracy 80.4%).
It is also necessary to remark the stable behavior of other tools such as AlchemyAPI, Semantria, Uclassify and
Musicmetric, especially the last one, because it presents similar results (positive 85.5%, negative 83.2%) in spite of
detecting 147 neutral values.
It is necessary to remind the reader that this collection has no neutral texts, for that reason, in Table 4 there are no
results for neutral values in terms of precision and recall.
(b) Polarity rating
Once the ability to classify documents/opinions has been assessed, the ability to score sentiments has been tested and
assessed using Eq. (4). In addition to computing the total mse, the other two data, positive and negative mse, have
been computed, considering only those reviews which have been classiﬁed in the original dataset as positive and
negative. Remember that Sentiment140, Uclassify and ViralHeat do not compute polarity scores.
In this case, the reader can observe from Table 5 that AlchemyAPI and Semantria present the lowest errors (0.07).
AlchemyAPI also presents the best results with respect to positive texts (0.05), whereas Musicmetric computes the
lowest error for negative texts. On the other hand, the worst results were computed by Repustate (0.16) and
Wingify (0.17). Opinion Crawl is a curious case because the error calculated is low (0.1) and the score for each opinion
has been computed as the mean of the different scores of each sentence detected.
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Table 4
Summary of classiﬁcation results for movie review dataset.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAnalyzer
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Accuracy

Pos.Rec. (%)

Neg.Rec. (%)

Pos.Prec. (%)

Neg.Prec. (%)

Neutral

73.6
51.2
71.2
66
61.3
66.1
60
74.3
64.6
80.4
30.7
58.9
75.8
66
51.4

72.5
65
66
73.6
56
90.5
70.1
75.1
69
80.3
47.8
80.4
74.6
57.8
69.2

74.8
37.4
76.4
58.2
66.7
41.8
49.8
73.6
60.2
80.5
13.9
42.9
77
74.1
33.6

74.2
65.1
85.5
63.9
79.4
63.3
63.1
73.9
76.1
80.5
78.3
51
76.4
69
61

73.1
74.2
83.2
69.6
72.2
88.1
71.2
74.9
77.1
80.3
85.7
74.8
75.2
64.2
69.4

0
249
147
5
185
49
90
1
157
0
579
0
0
0
189

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

Table 5
MSE for movie review dataset.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAnalyzer
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Total mse

Positive mse

Negative mse

0.07
0.11
0.11
0.1
0.1
0.13
0.16
0.07
–
0.13
0.1
0.1
–
–
0.17

0.01
0.06
0.14
0.05
0.1
0.08
0.12
0.03
–
0.17
0.02
0.04
–
–
0.1

0.14
0.18
0.07
0.15
0.11
0.19
0.2
0.12
–
0.08
0.16
0.17
–
–
0.23

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

4.4.2. Tweets dataset
Regarding the other dataset, in Table 6 the percentages of well-classiﬁed tweets can be seen. In this case, the dataset has
neutral texts and the effectiveness of the APIs with respect to these texts is computed as well. However, the Twitter dataset
has not got polarity ratings, and as a consequence, it is not possible to compare the computed polarity scores.
Table 6 demonstrates that AlchemyAPI presents the quite good results again (accuracy 62.5%). Other tools which show a
stable behavior are Lymbix and Openamplify, which apparently do not present such good results in Table 4 due to the fact
that movies dataset does not have neutral documents.
Despite the fact that other services present better results for a precise polarity (positive, negative or neutral), e.g., Wingify
computes the best results for positive recall (88.6%), Sentimetrix the best result for negative recall (88.6%) and Opinion Crawl
for neutral recall (94%), these tools present irregular behaviors with different polarities because they classify many texts
under the same sign but at the same time, they are misclassifying many other texts as their low precisions demonstrate.
Thus, for example, Sentimetrix shows very good results for positive and negative values considering only the recall, 82.4%
and 71.7% respectively, due to the fact that it does not compute neutral values, and consequently the precision values
descrease to a great extent (positive precision 50.1%, negative precision 63.8%). And, despite the fact that Winﬁgy computes
neutral texts, the percentage of well-classiﬁed documents is really low (neutral recall 10.2%).
In this case, the tools which show worse performance are Opendover, Musicmetric, Opinion Crawl, Sentiment140 and
Sentimentanalyzer. Even, in spite of the fact that some of them like Opinion Crawl and Sentiment140 present very good
results from the point of view of precision for some polarities (positive, negative or neutral), however, their results from
the point of view of the recall demonstrate that they do not present a stable behavior because they tend to classify well a
speciﬁc sign, but not the rest of them. The case of Sentiment140 and SentiRate is especially curious, because they use learning models trained with tweets, and their results are not really the best. Moreover, it is necessary to remark that it is difﬁcult
to compare Sentimetrix, Uclassify and Viralheat with the rest of tools because their APIs do not detect neutral texts.
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Table 6
Summary of classiﬁcation results for Twitter dataset.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAna.
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Accur. (%)

Pos.Rec. (%)

Neg.Rec. (%)

Neu.Rec. (%)

Pos.Pre. (%)

Neg.Pre. (%)

Neu.Pre. (%)

62.5
61.2
49
60.5
52.2
47.7
56.4
59.4
52
52
57.8
55.6
47.3
53
58.5

68.1
62
75.2
54
37
44.5
61.5
56.1
41.2
77.4
63.4
82.4
66.5
75.8
88.6

61
45.7
48.5
53.5
35
16.9
41
46.6
36.1
62.7
41.8
71.7
65
71.1
51

57.2
80
15.1
77.7
94
91.3
69.7
78
86.3
0.05
70.5
0
0
0
10.2

63.9
66.8
50
68.3
80
72.9
60.2
68.4
82.4
50.5
62.7
50.1
46.9
46.6
54.1

72.4
87
52.7
77.7
89.8
81
72
79.6
84.2
55.5
75.5
63.8
47.9
62.3
77.6

51.2
47
33.3
46.6
37.7
36.2
45.7
45.4
36.2
36.8
45.5
0
0
0
22.2

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

4.4.3. Amazon dataset (complete reviews)
This subsection includes the results of submitting the whole Amazon reviews.
(a) Classiﬁcation
Considering the whole reviews from the Amazon dataset, Table 7 summarizes all collected results for each tool.
As can be seen, SentimentAnalyzer seems to present the best results (accuracy 71.5%, negative recall 78.8%); however,
this fact may be misleading because its capability of classifying neutral text is lacking. Despite this, it presents the best
balance with respect to positive reviews (recall 66.4% and precision 57.4%). A similar problem occurs with SentiRate, it
presents very good results with respect to neutral text (neutral recall 73.7%), because it tends to classify every text as
neutral (neutral precision 5.1%), misclassifying the rest of types as a consequence. The best score regarding positive
hits (68.7%) is achieved by Sentimetrix, however, this tool does not achieve quite good results with respect to the rest
of parameters.
It is worth noting the stable behavior of Alchemy and Semantria, but in this case, it is especially necessary to highlight
Musicmetric, which seems to deal with text containing irony in an effective manner.
Considering all columns, the worst results are achieved by Lymbix and SentiRate by far, and observing in particular the
last column of the table, it is apparent that very few tools deal with neutral texts in a correct way.
It is also remarkable the fact that most of tools have more problems dealing with positive documents than negatives.
(b) Polarity rating
It can be seen from the data in Table 8 that the behavior of the web services is very similar to the one shown in Table 7.
SentimentAnalyzer obtains the best results with respect to all reviews (0.16) and the negatives (0.13), and also,
SentiRate regarding neutral texts (0.02), along with AlchemyAPI. In this case, Lymbix presents the best result for positive reviews (0.05).
In Table 8 the most signiﬁcant data are provided by the neutral texts. Reading the data from Table 7, many tools do not
classify correctly neutral texts because they only work with two values, positive or negative, but even so, the ratings
Table 7
Summary of classiﬁcation results for Amazon dataset using whole reviews.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAn.
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Acc. (%)

Pos.Rec. (%)

Neg.Rec.(%)

Neu.Rec. (%)

Pos.Pre. (%)

Neg.Pre (%)

Neu.Pre. (%)

60
32
68.4
49
53
52.3
48
57.8
45
71.5
22.6
49.4
64.5
58.5
42.6

60.1
41.4
56.2
59.3
42.2
49.5
66.4
64
44.5
66.4
41.7
68.7
67.1
30
64.8

63.5
28.7
77.7
47
58.8
52.3
42.7
58.3
47.4
78.8
10.6
44.2
67.8
75.5
34.7

4.59
0.3
15
10
40
15
5
10
15
0
73.7
0
0
0
15.8

41.1
33.9
54.5
32.9
45.7
37.2
35.4
40
39.8
57.4
44.1
33.8
45.5
33.3
20.1

75.3
77.5
78.2
73.5
77.6
70.2
72.8
75.3
72.1
78.7
85.7
72.3
79
67.4
75

16.6
3.3
16.6
9.5
8
3
4
25
2.8
0
5.1
0
0
0
37.9

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.
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Table 8
MSE for Amazon dataset using the whole reviews.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAn.
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Total mse

Positive mse

Negative mse

Neutral mse

0.2
0.2
0.23
0.23
0.21
0.18
0.26
0.2
–
0.16
0.22
0.23
–
–
0.27

0.21
0.05
0.35
0.2
0.29
0.21
0.2
0.18
–
0.24
0.18
0.18
–
–
0.2

0.21
0.29
0.17
0.25
0.18
0.28
0.3
0.23
–
0.13
0.26
0.26
–
–
0.31

0.01
0.02
0.16
0.02
0.04
0.19
0.05
0.02
–
0.12
0.01
0.03
–
–
0.04

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

Table 9
Summary of classiﬁcation results for Amazon dataset using only ironic sentences.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAn.
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Acc. (%)

Pos.Rec. (%)

Neg.Rec. (%)

Neu.Rec. (%)

Pos.Pre (%)

Neg.Pre (%)

Neu.Pre (%)

53.3
27.7
64.8
42.9
40
55
42.5
48.6
31.1
71.5
23.6
52.6
59.2
55.9
40.4

53.5
32
63.2
51.6
39
60.2
62.6
58.6
33
64.2
37
65.3
62.5
36.7
64.2

56.3
24.5
69.9
41
40.1
50.2
35.9
46.5
29
79.6
14.3
50.7
61.9
68.1
31.9

10
0.45
5
15
40
20
10
15
50
0
70
0
0
0
15.8

36.1
33.6
57.6
34.5
45.8
37.4
34.3
36.2
36.5
56.6
40
35.4
40
33
32.4

71.2
70.2
79.1
72.9
73.4
38.7
69.3
70.3
66.4
78.8
87.2
72.8
75.5
67.7
70.9

10.5
4.2
2.4
3.6
4.7
2
3.7
7.8
5
0
5
0
0
0
5.7

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

demonstrate that these tools are able to score them as neutral texts. It is also necessary to remember that the number of
neutral texts (20) available in this collection is not excessive.
From a broader point of view, rather than seeing individual data, SentimentAnalyzer seems the most stable service,
because in spite of not classifying explicitly the texts as positive, neutral or negative; it rates well.
4.4.4. Amazon dataset (ironic sentences)
The results presented here have been collected by submitting only the ironic sentences extract from the whole Amazon
reviews. Observing the results from Tables 9 and 10, they are very similar to Tables 7 and 8, but the results from the whole
texts are slightly better, generally. This fact may be because of the effect of context, large texts provide more information
than short texts.
(a) Classiﬁcation
(b) Polarity rating
4.5. Final remarks
Summarizing, AlchemyAPI and Semantria seem the most regular tools classifying both, short and large texts, and predicting their corresponding polarity ratings. Working speciﬁcally with larger texts, SentimentAnalyzer presents the better
results classifying, especially when there are no neutral documents. The main weakness of these tools is clearly to deal with
texts expressing neutral information, most of them do not even detect neutral information and, for that reason, it is better to
analyze the polarity ratings in order to know if the content tends to be neutral or not.
Besides, despite the third collection containing ironic information, which could be considered as more complicated to
detect, it is remarkable the fact that most of tools showed a similar behavior to that observed in the other two collections.
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Table 10
MSE for Amazon dataset using only ironic sentences.

AlchemyAPI
Lymbix
Musicmetric
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl
Opendover
Repustate
Semantria
Sentiment140
SentimentAna.
SentiRate
Sentimetrix
Uclassify
ViralHeat
Wingify

Total mse

Positive mse

Negative mse

Neutral mse

0.21
0.2
0.22
0.23
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.24
–
0.16
0.22
0.23
–
–
0.32

0.22
0.06
0.28
0.2
0.32
0.23
0.2
0.22
–
0.23
0.2
0.2
–
–
0.21

0.22
0.28
0.19
0.25
0.27
0.3
0.31
0.26
–
0.13
0.24
0.2
–
–
0.37

0.01
0.02
0.19
0.02
0.11
0.16
0.08
0.03
–
0.15
0.01
0.03
–
–
0.06

Bold ﬁgures highlight the most relevant results obtained.

Table 11
Best tools according to different aspects.
Aspect

Tools

Short texts
Large texts
Irony
Polarity
Rating

AlchemyAPI, Lymbix, OpenAmplify, Semantria, Winﬁgy
SentimentAnalyzer, AlchemyAPI, Semantria, Uclassify, Musicmetric
SentimentAnalyzer, Musicmetric, Uclassify, ViralHeat, AlchemyAPI
SentimentAnalyzer, AlchemyAPI, Lymbix, Semantria, Uclassify
SentimentAnalyzer, AlchemyAPI, Lymbix, SentiRate, Sentimetrix

On the other hand, it is difﬁcult to select those tools whose performance is more irregular; Wingify or Viralheat seem to
be the two services which do not offer really interesting results for both activities, classiﬁcation and rating prediction.
And ﬁnally, it is necessary to point out that tools like Musicmetric or Uclassify present good results, especially working
with large texts/opinions on different topics. This fact seems more remarkable because they are based on matching learning
algorithms trained with collections specialized in speciﬁc domains such as music or Amazon products reviews, which are not
necessarily the domains of the data collections used to test them.
A summary including the tools which present better behavior according to different aspects are presented in Table 11.
4.6. An experiment applied to a real scenario
The previous subsections have shown the effectiveness of the different tools using standard collections; nonetheless, in
other applications, tools for evaluating sentiments have been used to address real problems, for example, estimating votes in
elections through Tweets [89], recommending products according to customers’ opinions [25] or analyzing stock markets
[42,82]. Thus, following that idea, and with the aim of analyzing the usefulness of these tools to recommend products in
a real scenario as many other works propose [70,86,80,81], an experiment working with real comments collected from an
important website is presented. This experiment will allow the reader to see the capability of these tools to recommend
movies from real users’ comments.
Thus, in order to present a more real scenario, the well-known IMDb35 web site has been chosen. The idea is to assess the
ability of these web services to recommend movies through the comments collected from real users, and compare whether or
not these recommendations match the recommendations made by IMBd’s regular voters and to what extent.
IMDb is one of the world’s most popular sources for movies, TV and celebrity content. It mainly provides information
related to the most famous series, movies, TV programs and video games. In this case, the movies section is the most interesting because it allows users to interact with this page by rating and inserting comments about the different movies. The
opinions are free texts without any restrictions in terms of length, and the ratings are expressed through a scale of 10 starts,
where 10 starts indicate the most positive opinion and zero the worst. Both are not strictly necessary, i.e., a user can rate a
movie without including any opinions, and vice versa, comment a movie without rating it.
From those ratings, the webpage presents a list containing the top rated movies; although, as indicated at the IMDb page,
only votes from regular IMDb voters, who are unknown, are used to rank movies. Therefore, thousands of opinions, not
necessarily rated, about movies are available and a listing of the top rated ﬁlms.
35
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Table 12
Spearman correlation for each web service.
Tool

Spearman correlation

SentimentAnalyzer
Lymbix
AlchemyAPI
Sentimetrix
Repustate
Semantria
Musicmetric
Wingify
SentiRate
Opendover
Openamplify
Opinion Crawl

0.5
0.42
0.36
0.35
0.33
0.28
0.25
0.22
0.18
0.18
0.16
0.15

Thus, starting from that information, this experiment consists in assessing the capability of the different web services to
rank the 100 top rated movies according to IMDb,36 only working with the users’ opinions. And for that purpose, the 1; 000
most recent opinions from the 100 ﬁrst movies of the IMDb ranking have been collected, but the ratings have been omitted.
It is necessary to remark that these opinions not necessarily belong to any of the regular IMDb voters, and most of them do
not even include any ratings. The statistics for those opinions are: 2,708,630 words, 149,017 sentences, 270.86 words/opinion
and 14.9 sentences/opinion.
Once those data were collected, every opinion was submitted to a particular web service in order to compute the
corresponding rating. And once all ratings for a speciﬁc movie were computed, the average of them was calculated. The process was repeated with the 100 movies, and ﬁnally a list of movies ordered by the average rating was made. This list is supposed to contain the 100 most recommendable movies according to that web service.
To assess the quality of this new list of recommendable movies, it is necessary to compare it with the list provided by
IMDb, which is considered in this case as the ideal list. For that purpose, the evaluation measure chosen is the Spearman
correlation coefﬁcient Kendall and Gibbons [35], broadly used in domains like Information Retrieval to compare rankings
of documents. It is deﬁned as:

R¼1

P 2
6  r di
n3  n

where di is the rank difference of the common document i, in this case the movie i, and n stands for the number of documents. Two rankings are identical when the coeﬁcient is 1, and in reverse order when the coefﬁcient is 1.
Hence, taking into account only those web services which are able to rate opinions (Sentiment140, Uclassify and
ViralHeat do not compute ratings), Table 12 shows the results obtained after submitting all opinions to the different tools.
As can be seen in this table, the tools that present the most similar recommendations with respect to the IMDb’s list are
SentimentAnalyzer, Lymbix, AlchemyAPI and Sentimetrix. To interpret these results it is necessary to analyze Table 11,
where the best tools were proposed according to different criteria. As the aim of this experiment is to rate large texts, it
is necessary to pay special attention to the second (large texts) and ﬁfth (rating) rows, where SentimentAnalyzer and
Alchemy are expected to be two of the most suitable tools in this case; and as can be seen in Table 12, they are, appearing
in the ﬁrst and third positions, respectively.
Apart from these tools, Sentimetrix and Lymbix appear within the ﬁrst positions of Table 12. This fact is easily explainable
because of its great capability to deal with ratings, as the last row of Table 11 corroborates.
Therefore, this experiment seems useful to conﬁrm the analysis performed from the results obtained in the previous subsections; and it may conﬁrm the usefulness of this work as an interesting guide for those researchers who need a tool for
carrying out his/her experiments on this research ﬁeld.
5. Conclusions
This work presents a detailed review of 15 web services which include functionalities related to Sentiment Analysis. Some
of these services belong to private companies, but even so, they allow restricted free access to their functionalities, and the
others are totally free services. This fact is interesting to those users/researchers who desire to include Sentiment Analysis
capabilities within their own platforms without having to develop their own algorithms; hence, these tools are especially
interesting for researching purposes and rapid prototyping. Besides, due to the fact that the selected services can work as
web services, the inclusion of them into any platform is really easy.
Moreover, in order to facilitate the task of selecting the most appropriate service depending on the user needs, the
capabilities of these services related to Sentiment Analysis have been assessed under different circumstances. For this
36
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purpose three different collections have been chosen containing information of a different nature: large and short texts;
positive, negative, neutral information; and even ironic contents. Such collections have been used to assess the classiﬁcation
and polarity rating capabilities of the proposed tools.
From the results obtained, services such as Alchemy and Semantria could be taken into account for any kind of text.
SentimentAnalysis may be really interesting to the user if the analyzed texts are quite large and you want to classify them
as positive or negative. Musicmetric and Uclassify are other tools that could be considered. All these tools could also be considered a good option if the texts contain ironic sentences.
On the other hand, the ﬁndings of this work may discard tools like Wingify or Viralheat because of the obtained results. It
is also necessary to comment that the main disadvantage of all these tools is that they are unable to obtain satisfactory
results working with neutral texts. And furthermore, these tools still have to deal with several challenges such as the explicit
detection of subjectivity within texts.
To corroborate these statements, a real scenario has been proposed to check whether the results and conclusions
extracted from the experiments using standard collections. This new experiment has demonstrated that those tools that
were supposed to be the best with respect to the prior experiments, were really the most interesting tools for the proposed
scenario.
Therefore, from this work any user/researcher has enough information about the services offered and the possible results
expected from them, to decide the most appropriate one for his/her interests.
As a ﬁnal concluding remark, it is necessary to comment that these tools have a lot of challenges ahead. They suffer from
problems like the excessive simplicity while classifying, generally, only positive, negative or neutral categories are used; or
the incapability to aggregate ratings from different sentences or paragraphs, in order to get a general rate about a complete
opinion. These two examples might be mitigated to a certain extent through the use of techniques like fuzzy logic, which
enables systems to classify items into more precise different categories or aggregate information in a more comprehensive
manner by using the ordered weighted averaging operators, for example.
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